
I N S T I N C T

BATTERY & USB CHARGER

INTUITIVE TORQUE CONTROL 

NEXT LEVEL CUSTOMIZATION

PREMIUM BLADE COMBINATION

PREMIUM ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
 

The world of clippers will never be the same. 
Since the beginning of time barbers and stylists have
wanted a clipper that was the size of their hand, acting as an
extension 
of the arm. That day has finally come! 

The Instinct has a first of it’s kind incredible compact size, 
while also featuring faster blade speed and more power than
any other clipper. Is it possible for a clipper to be too
powerful? You be the judge.

HIGH POWER VECTOR MOTOR 

Lithium-ion battery delivers 4 hours of cordless 
run-time and a 2 hour recharge. Universal mini-USB 
charger for worldwide use.

Assembled with a fixed hypoallergenic gold titanium 
Faper blade for superior blending, fading and bulk removal 
and a Black Diamond slim deep cutter for smoothest, 
crunchiest cutting.

Additional housings included for 3 different color mods and 
transparent motor showcase options. Red, gold, blue or black 
modular levers offer customizable click or floating taper 
performance options.

Includes 8 double magnetic guards:#0 (1/16") #1 (1/8") 
#1.5 (3/16") #2 (1/4") #3 (3/8") #4 (1/2") #5 (5/8") #6 (3/4"), 
charging stand/cord, cleaning/maintenance kit, convenient mini 
screwdriver for blade regulation, and custom body modifications.
 

Vector motor offers an unmatched 11,500 strokes per minute 
with unstoppable power, providing highly optimized bulk
removal in one pass. Extreme power in a compact, ergonomically 
designed body. 

Introducing intuitive torque control, the Instinct detects resistance 
and adjusts torque in milliseconds, so the RPMs never adjust, no matter 
what resistance or force it encounters. Instinctually the Instinct knows 
to increase torque and power to combat any thickness, texture, 
or length of hair effortlessly.

Introducing the most advanced motor in the world 
the first ever VECTOR MOTOR 

@STYLECRAFTUS @GAMMASTYLECRAFTPRO



I N S T I N C T

BATTERY & USB CHARGER

INTUITIVE TORQUE CONTROL 

NEXT LEVEL CUSTOMIZATION

PREMIUM ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

PREMIUM BLACK DIAMOND BLADES

The world of trimmers will never be the same. 
Since the beginning of time barbers and stylists 
have wanted a trimmer with the power of a clipper.
That day has finally come! 

The Instinct has a full-size clipper motor with 
unprecedented power and faster blade speed. 
Is it possible for a trimmer to be too powerful? 
You be the judge. 

HIGH POWER VECTOR MOTOR 
Vector motor offers an unmatched
9,500 strokes per minute for highly 
optimized bulk removal with no snagging.

Includes mini screwdriver, micro-USB charger, 
cleaning/maintenance kit, zero-gap setting tool, 
charging stand/cord.
 

Additional housings included for different color 
mod options in blue, black or red and transparent 
motor showcase options.

Assembled with a fixed Black Diamond X-Pro Wide
blade and “The One” deep tooth cutting blade for
smoothest, crunchiest cutting and ultra-sharp lines
without any drag or pulling ever.

Lithium-ion battery delivers 4 hours of cordless 
run-time and a 2 hour recharge. Universal mini-USB 
charger for worldwide use.

Introducing intuitive torque control, the Instinct detects 
resistance and adjusts torque in milliseconds, so the RPMs 
never adjust, no matter what resistance or force it encounters. 
Instinctually the Instinct knows to increase torque and power 
to combat any thickness, texture, or length of hair effortlessly.

Introducing the most advanced motor in the world 
the first ever VECTOR MOTOR 
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